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PRESENTATION SKILLS 

Create & Deliver Powerful Presentations with Ease 

INTRODUCTION 

How we work 

Our approach to training is simple … 

it’s all about you! 

We will be in touch well before your 

course even starts to ask you about 

your work and what you want to 

achieve - then shape your training 

accordingly. 

Working with small groups gives us 

time to look at each person’s role 

and the issues they face.  We can 

then help you find solutions to 

problems and improve workplace 

performance. 

All our courses are ‘hands on’ and 

interactive, using exercises and case 

studies to help you relate the theory 

to your real life role. 

Our aim is that you will walk away 

from the course equipped not with 

only new or better skills, but the 

confidence and focus to put them 

into practice at work. 

DURATION 

1 ½ days 

FEE 

£595 
 

AIMS 

The ability and confidence to address a group – e.g. staff, 

colleagues, clients, Board members etc – is an increasingly 

essential skill in the modern business world.   

Designed to enable participants to prepare and deliver effective 

and professional presentations, this course provides a unique 

opportunity to practise and refine delivery technique in a 

supportive environment.   

OBEJECTIVES 

By the end of the course, you will be able to: 

• Plan & structure presentations for maximum impact 

• Select and use appropriate visual aids  

• Cope with nerves more effectively 

• Deliver presentations clearly, persuasively and with 

confidence 

• Gain and maintain the interest of the audience 

• Confidently handle questions and interruptions 

CONTENT 

Planning & Structuring the Presentation 

• How to get started 

• 3 Key questions to ask yourself 

• Aims & objectives of the presentation 

• Designing the presentation 

• Assessing the audience 

• Collecting facts and ideas 

• Structuring a logical case and ordering material for best 

effect 

Visual Aids 

• Comparison of visual aids available 

• Selecting appropriate visual aids 

• How and when to use visual aids 

Preparing Yourself 

• Techniques for handling speaker nerves 

• How to approach various kinds of presentations 

• Rehearsing and timing 
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Communication & Delivery Techniques 

• Gaining rapport with the audience 

• Overcoming barriers to effective communication 

• Handling nerves & building confidence 

• Techniques for improving delivery style and holding interest 

• Using language to gain influence 

• Making the message clear 

• Projecting your voice 

• Pace and use of pauses 

• Selling the benefits & influencing the listener 

• Importance of non-verbal communication 

• Opening and closing the presentation 

• Using verbal and visual illustrations to highlight key points 

Handling Questions & Interruptions 

• The place of questions in presentations 

• When to take questions 

• Handling difficult questions and awkward questioners 

CONTACT 

01481728248 

 

WEBSITE: 

www.select-training.co.uk  

 

EMAIL: 

contact@select-training.co.uk  

 

WHO WILL BENEFIT? 

Ideal for anyone who needs to make presentations – whether internally to 

colleagues or externally to clients.  Especially valuable if you need to 

present to meetings or conferences, to pitch for new business, put a case 

to the Board, brief your staff on company policy or train new members of 

staff. 
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